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About US

·Women, who are the energy center of the family. when the energy
center of the family engages in a certain way of living, the direction
of the whole family will changes and there for the society and
country. we have 3800 + students in the college and if each women
can become a change maker the impact it will be wider then the
imagination of anyone, in live with that we have initiated the social
responsibility wing in the college and doing a lot of society friendly
activities. 

“A woman is the full circle. Within her is the power to create, nurture
and transform.” – Diane Mariechild

A Brief Story About us 
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" Empowerment of women through
knowledge"  Creating the community of
change makers. 

Vision

Mission
02

02

The mission of the college is to empower
young women to fight the challenges of life
with courage and commitment and to
become the builders of a just and humane
society. Thus, the college promotes a value-
based learning community where everybody
contributes to holistic growth.



Chalivendram

Food distribution drive.

The students of the college came forward to join
hands together to bring a little change in
society. We could make this initiative a success
with the support and cooperation of the Principal
mam, HOD Mams Kanchanalatha mam, Sajida
mam, and Shravan sir. As part of that, the first
activity is to keep water and grain for birds. They
have not spent much time on it, but its impact
was much more than expected. It just took 5
minutes for the students to keep grain and water
for the birds. They got immense pleasure and
joy by seeing the birds feed.

The third and most heart-touching activity
done by the students was a Treat to MOM. It
can’t be called an initiative because this day is
really special for all the children and their
mothers. All the students gifted their moms with
priceless love, affection, and care and made
this day the most memorable one.

The second activity, which was done by the
students with the active support and cooperation
of Principal Mam, HOD Mams, other faculty
members, and Shravan Sir, was Chalivendram. We
have got donations from HOD moms and faculty
members for earthen pots. Then we placed 3
earthen pots outside the college for passersby,
visitors, students, etc. This initiative helped us beat
the heat and satisfied a lot of people's thirst.

The fourth activity done by the students and HOD
mam Kanchanalatha mam was serving breakfast to
the respectable citizens who happen to be the
patients, their respective attenders, passersby, and
others in need at Osmania Hospital, Hyderabad. The
students themselves served breakfast with their own
hands and felt the inner happiness in them. The
students felt the need to spread the message of love,
brotherhood, and humanity to one and all.

Grain and water for
birds
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A treat to MOM03
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Activities
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Activities 
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The fifth and most required initiative done by the
students with the active support and
cooperation of Principal Mam, HOD mams,
faculty members, and Shravan Sir was First of
Rice. The students have given a challenge to
various wings of the college, such as NCC, NSS,
Social Responsibility wing, Rotaract club, and
many more, and have successfully collected
approximately 15 kilogrammes of rice. The
initiative began on May 26th, and the campaign
of collecting 1 gist of rice began. On May 25th,
we successfully collected the rice. For the first
time, we gave the rice to the members of AIPIF,
and they used it for the preparation of breakfast
and other meals.

Fist of Rice 05 Webinar 

CONFERENCE ON EARTH DAY CELEBRATIONS (22-4-
2022) By Dr.K.Thulasi Rao (Deputy Commissioner
of Forests and Academic Committee
Member,Earth Centre)
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DISTRIBUTION OF BOOKS AND CLOTHES TO WORKING
LABOUR CHILDREN CONSTRUCTING WASHROOMS ON THE
BEGMET COLLEGE CAMPUS

Activities 

Distribution Driver 

The Faculty of GDC Begumpet, consisting
of the Social Responsibility team, namely,
and students of the college, conducted a
school education kit distribution
programme @ ZP High School.
Gattu Ippalapalli,Ranga Reddy
district,Telangana . The kit consists of a
school bag ,note books, and other
stationery required for the academic
year (2022-23).The cost of each kit was
Rs.1000/200. Such kits were distributed to
the high school students of zilla parishad.
The journey started on a bus after
serving breakfast to the faculty and
volunteers at 9 a.m. In addition to the
distribution of kits , plant saplings were
also distributed in and around the
residences of the school.

Distribution Drive 
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Activities 

Students celebrated the rakshabandhan by sharing love
and prospority with people who were in the central jail.
Prisoners meet their family members very often, and a few
of them are orphans. They are under punishment, but they
really need a relationship to feel responsible and change
their mindset and come out as pure human beings. To
give that hope, we have decided to celebrate the
rakshabandha in central jail by tying the Rakhis to
prisoners. 
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Our students are actively involved in volunteering to take the classes to
Anganwadi schools located in the Mayurimarg every morning before college
hours.

Peer to Peer 09

Rakshabandhan with
prosoners 
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The core team meeting
Creating the framework based on scope, feasibility, and
other factors
Obtaining approval from the respective incharges
Volunteer registration progresses
Circulate the programme framework with all the
volunteers.
Finalizing the date based on everyone's availability
Assurance of safety and risk factors
Implementation of the programme:
Documentation and reporting

Social responsibility The wing has shortlisted a few activities
and is still framing a few more, and this activity framing for
volunteering will continue for ever. The core team, a group of
students from various deportments, will come together and
select an activity to execute. The steps of the programme
from the beginning to the end are as follows: 

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

We also ensure the safety of participants and other
creatures, copy right issues, and legal liability before we start
a programme.

Weekly updates and plans will be shared with concerned
people 
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Program Structure 
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Outcomes 

SKILLS 
21st Century Skills 
Communication 
Critical Thinking 
Management Skills  
Program Management 

MINDSET 
Problem solving 
Understanding people,
situations and emotions
Control over thoughts 
Leadership 
Experimental mindset 

BEHAVIOURIAL SHIFTS 
I to We 
Ignorance to importance 
Control over actions and
consequences 
Human being to being
Human 

COMMUNITY 
Community of Change
makers 
Healthier community with
ethics and values 
Women empowerment 
Gender sensitivity and
equality 
Environmental responsibility 
Economical responsibility 



Donation Drive 
Plantation 
Medicinal Gardens at home 
POSH and POCSO Workshops 
Cast and Religious free campus 
Organ Donation Awareness camp 
Plastic free campus 
Talent Hunt 
Find the Innovator Challenge 
Women Army 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Future Plans 
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Gallery of
Activities 
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Serviceable Available Market 

SAM
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Thank 
You

Address
Mayur Marg, Begumpet, Hyderabad, Telangana
500016

Telephone
084640 67373

Kanchana Latha 
94901 17490

Forming an army of good people to multiply the reach and smiles 

Because, we're here to help

https://www.google.com/search?gs_ssp=eJzj4tZP1zcsSTOKL8szMmC0UjWoME5KTrI0SEpKNjI0N7ewNLUyqDAxTDK2TDVPSzNKNje1SE32YklPSS4HAOKEEJc&q=gdcw&rlz=1C1CHBF_enIN856IN856&oq=GDCw&aqs=chrome.3.69i57j0i512j0i10i512j46i175i199i512l2j0i512j69i60j69i61.8360j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#

